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The web site is back for this year, and we still think it is the best way to get information out to 
everyone during the week. If you have a question, the answer will likely be either in this Player 
Guide or on the web site where you will find updates on:

 Daily Matches
 Point Standings
 MVP Point Leaders
 Photo Gallery
 The Gazette
 Player Guide

Many thanks to Lyle Horneland for managing www.bluegreyclassic.com.

www.BlueGreyClassic.com
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Team Rosters
2024

BLUE
Brody Thomson
Dennis Chrenek
Don Lindsay
Doug Morris
Jason Lainchbury
Jason Weaver
Kelly Boyd
Kelly Shannon
Kevin Chrenek
Kevin Long
Lyle Horneland
Mark Wallmann
Matt Albinati
Ron Thomson
Steve Larsen
Vince Boschman

GREY
Bobby Teichroeb
Charles Rodgers
Curtis Tipler
Darrell Radbourne
Dustin Callihoo
Fred Gardner
Karl Schaub
Ken Truhn
Kirby Krupka
Lincoln Carriere
Mike Gillis
Rod Kennedy
Ron Pudwell
Sean Gillis
Shane Smith
Travis Jensen



 3 points per match (front, back, 18)

Tournament Format

 First Team to 60&1/2 Points is 
BlueGrey Classic Champion
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 The winning team will be treated to 
a Champions Dinner on May 4th
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Indian Canyons Golf Resort - South Course
 We will play the Black Tees on all Par 4s and 5s, Teal Tees on Par 3s.
 Yardage from these combo tees is 6,466 yds. 
 You can pay for all 5 rounds before your practice round to expedite 

check-in each day.
 The Pro Shop will store our clubs and stage them on the appropriate 

carts before each round.
 The restaurant will be open 7am to 5pm for food service, and bar 

service will be open until 6pm.
 There will be a beverage cart on the course and bottled water in the 

cart cooler.

Tournament Venue
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May 1st: Chapman (Scotch Ball) 
May 2nd: Two-Man Better Ball
May 3rd: Two-Man Better Ball
May 4th: Individual Matches

Tee times for matches start at 11am every day. 

Ten Minutes between tee times.

Match Schedule
www.BlueGreyClassic.com
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Match Format

Note: Due to Scrolf programming, 50% of both playing handicaps will be used for team handicap.
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Match Format



1. Out-of-Bounds at Indian Canyons South Course. Normal out-of-bounds penalty applies. Your options are:
a. Add one stroke and re-hit from the same spot (if it’s off the tee you’re hitting your 3rd stroke), or 
b. Proceed to the distance where you and your opponent can agree the ball would have ended, drop a ball one club length into the

fairway, and add two strokes (if you went out of bounds off the tee you’re hitting your 4th stroke). 
2. Penalty Areas at Indian Canyons South Course. Normal rules apply. Your options if your ball enters a penalty area are:

a. Add one stroke and play from where your last stroke was made,
b. Add one stroke and take relief by going back as far as you’d like on the line of the flag and where your ball crossed the edge of the 

penalty area, or
c. Play the ball as it lies (you can take practice swings and ground your club).
d. If it is a RED penalty area, you can also take lateral relief  by adding one stroke and dropping within two club lengths of where your 

ball crossed into the penalty area, no closer to the hole.
3. Resort Rules on the rest of the course:

a. If a ball is hit into a desert area (other than OB or a Penalty Area) and is not found, you must drop within 2 club lengths (no closer 
to the hole) of the point where you and your opponent can agree the ball would have entered the desert area, add one stroke, and
carry on.

b. If your ball is found in a desert area, you can:
a. Play it as it is, or
b. Drop within two club lengths out of the desert area no closer to the hole, add one stroke and carry on.

c. If you see a ball enter one of those damn Washingtonia filifera palm trees (desert area or not), your options are:
i. Take a drop less than 2 club lengths outside the tree well no closer to the hole, add a stroke and continue, or 
ii. Drop within two club lengths of where you and your opponent can agree it entered the desert area, add a stroke, and 

continue.
4. Gimmes – Remember there are Chumley Games in play and putt everything out if you have a chance at a deuce or skin 0n Days 2, 3, and 4,.
5. Tees – We will be playing the BLACK tees on par 4s and par 5s, and TEAL tees on par 3s.

Tournament Rules
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 Every match must have a scorekeeper
 Live Match Tracking is through www.scrolf.com
 Type www.scrolf.com into your cell phone browser
 Select “Score Your Event Now”
 Select “BlueGrey Classic 2024” and the round you’re playing
 Select “Score for Team/Players”
 Tournament PIN is 2024
 Select the players in your match
 Select “Submit Scoring request”

* Chapman (Scotch Ball) Matches:
Mark the same gross score for both players on the team

* Better Ball and Individual Matches:
Mark the gross score for each player

Scrolf Scoring
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U$100/player for the week 
Matches 2, 3, & 4 (double amount on Match 4)

• Net Skins
• Deuces

Optional: 
U$100/player for the week
Low Gross Score each day
Matches 2, 3, & 4 (double amount on Match 4)

Gambling
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Open 24 Hours!!
Day…… ….or Night.
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U$75 Cover Charge
Included in your deposit

Potential to be re-assessed on Day 4



Drivers will take you to the course and back to the hotel each day. Your drivers and their Yelp ratings:

TEAM RATING REVIEW
Blue
 K. Chrenek **** Quickest ride to the course. Sudden starts and stops. 
 Lainchbury **** Safety is his priority (stops for cougars).
 Horneland ** Rarely shoulder-checks.
 Morris ** Not particularly open to feedback.

Grey
 Truhn * Calls his passengers “dummies”.
 Tipler ** Limited leg room behind him.
 Rodgers *** Tends to veer to the left.
 Gillis **** Frequent Casino pit-stops.

Transportation included in your deposit
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Deposits

Your $600 Deposits will cover:
 Your Player Package (Team Shirts and other items)
 Event Transportation between Alcazar and Indian Canyons Golf Resort
 Beverages at Lip-Out Pub



 BlueGrey Gazette Editor: Lyle Horneland
Web Site Manager: Lyle Horneland
 Lip-Out Pub Manager: Charles Rodgers
 Lip-Out Pub Assistant Manager: Dennis Chrenek
 Scrolf Scoring Manager: Jason Lainchbury
 Champions Dinner Coordinator: Jason Lainchbury
Match Announcer: Steve Larsen

Credits
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